Snoozy II Interior Info
- We are anticipating about an 8 week delivery time once we get your order and deposit in house.
- We have wiring instructions for deposits on build units to make everything really easy.
-Feel free to email Shaun www.shaun@wescotrailers.net or call (803-600-4412) with any questions

Interior
- Wilson Art Formica counter top
- Armor Core Vinyl flooring
- Custom Red oak cabinets and walls
- Soft close hardware, bumpers and magnets installed in drawers and cabinets
- 6’3” interior height with almost 5 ft of walking space before roll starts to drop height
- 9ft x 31-41” walkway once through rear door and into camper.
- Rear door is 28”x 68” with a screen door and a sliding window.
- 12 volt and 110 at outlets depending if you are on battery or plugged up to shore power (30 amp)
- Microwave is standard and will be a Sharp compact.
- Thedford cassette toilet with auto prime and auto flush
- 64”x 36 jackknife couch (center cushion folds down for a table and cupholders)
- 30”x16” dining table that sets into floor on removable pole
- Stainless steel sink
- Willz dorm style 3.1 or 3.2 compact fridge.
Update: Truck fridge is available but will be a $1395 upgrade. 3.1 norcold AC/DC unit. #0788
- Fantastic Fan available on back bathroom wall as option
- Bosch 4 gallon hot water heater.
- AC is a 6k BTU window unit
- 350 electric heater inside that plugs into one of the outlets.
- Cordless vinyl blinds on each window
- All shower lower parts will be the Silver Shark Grey just like on outside.
- Fresh water is 27 gallons so realistically 25 useable with built in drain
- 76x60 custom queen size mattress (Local manufacture that creates these for us)
- Grey tank about the same with built in easy to drain.
- The Thedford toilet has a cassette with a 4.5 gallon capacity and really easy to work with.
- 12 volt and 110 at outlets depending if you are on battery or plugged up to shore power (30 amp)
Unfortunately, we are not able to do any modifications or changes to the campers during production
once we start the order. We are not able to take anything out of the insides or leave anything out as all
the cabinets, bed, couch and bathroom will be in the unit. The twin bed setup is available but has a
different cost and I can go over that with you. For right now we are only building the Snoozy II with our
current options and Blue prints. We want to make sure we can build you a Snoozy II in the time we have
allotted for you. This will limit us on doing custom things inside your Snoozy II. We are exploring and
testing everyday so as new things come available you will for sure know. As of right now we are just
going to build the camper as it has always been built giving someone the options that are listed.

